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Abstract

Machine learning can unintentionally encode and amplify neg-
ative bias and stereotypes present in humans, be they conscious
or unconscious. This has led to high-profile cases where ma-
chine learning systems have been found to exhibit bias towards
gender, race, and ethnicity, among other demographic cate-
gories. Negative bias can be encoded in these algorithms based
on: the representation of different population categories in the
training data; bias arising from manual human labeling of these
data; as well as modeling types and optimisation approaches. In
this paper we assess the effect of gender bias in speech emotion
recognition and find that emotional activation model accuracy is
consistently lower for female compared to male audio samples.
Further, we demonstrate that a fairer and more consistent model
accuracy can be achieved by applying a simple de-biasing train-
ing technique.

1. Introduction
In recent times, machine learning via deep neural networks has
led to rapid improvements in computer vision, language tech-
nologies, and medical applications, among others. In tandem
with these advances has come an increased focus on bias and
ethics in machine learning [1, 2]. In machine learning, discrim-
ination itself is not always negative: in fact, the objective of
training these algorithms is to find patterns and characteristics
in the data that allow you to effectively separate the categories
you care about (e.g., recognising classes of emotion). However,
this should not be at the cost of introducing negative bias.

There have been some high profile cases of bias including
computer vision systems reportedly having a higher error rate
for recognising dark skinned women [3]. Other research has
found that Black and Hispanic borrowers were treated far less
favourably than white borrowers by new credit worthiness tech-
nology [4, 5].

Language technology has also come under considerable
scrutiny for gender bias. For many modern natural language
processing models, words are converted to numerical represen-
tations known as word-embeddings. The embeddings encode
semantic information by assessing the context (or neighbour-
hood) in which a word occurs. These representations result
in words with similar semantics being close to each other in
a mathematical sense and enable assessment of the relation-
ships between them. For instance, you can easily use word-
embeddings to predict the word “queen” from an input “man is
to king, as woman is to?”. However, a 2016 NeurIPS paper [6]
found that such encodings led to biased and sexist output. For
example, the input “man is to computer programmer as woman
is to?” resulted in the output “home-maker”. Recent studies
show that word-embeddings capture common stereotypes be-
cause these implicit biases typically exist in large text databases
[7, 8]. Discrimination has also been reported in systems ad-

vertisement delivery [9], object classification [10] and image
search results for occupations [11] .

There are several factors which can contribute to produc-
ing negative bias in machine learning models. One major cause
is incomplete or skewed training data. If certain demographic
categories are missing from the training data, models developed
on this can fail to generalise when applied to new data contain-
ing those missing categories. The majority of models deployed
in modern technology applications are based on supervised ma-
chine learning and much of the labeled data comes from people.
Labels can include movie reviews, hotel ratings, image descrip-
tions, audio transcriptions, and perceptual ratings of emotion.
As people are inherently biased, and because models are an es-
timate of people’s impressions, it follows that this bias will be
implicitly encoded into these algorithms. As a result, there is
the real risk that these systems can inadvertently perpetuate or
even amplify bias contained in the label data [12].

Given a large, appropriately sampled dataset and labels with
a minimal degree of bias, there is still the risk of introducing
bias from the features and modeling techniques used. This prob-
lem is not new and in fact has been present in the area of speech
technology for many decades. Until recently, speech synthesis
and speech recognition favoured lower pitch voices, typically
present in adult males. As a result, speech recognisers pro-
duced higher word-error rate scores for children and adult fe-
males [13]. One reason for this is fact that early speech analysis
and measurement techniques were developed mainly with low-
pitched male voices in mind. But such acoustic characterisation
of speech production did not sufficiently generalise to voices
with a higher pitch, where the spacing of the harmonics in the
audio spectrum is much wider and the assumptions of a linear
time-invariant vocal system become seriously undermined.

Few studies have assessed the affect of gender bias in
speech with respect to emotion. [14] assessed the perception
of vocalisations and did not find any effects of negative bias to-
wards gender. However, the stimuli consisted of acted speech
samples and so the findings may not generalise to natural con-
versational speech. A later study [15] did in fact observe differ-
ent identification accuracy rates in the perception of emotion for
male compared with female speakers. Some recent research has
approached the problem of mitigating negative bias in machine
learning generally, with [16] proposing an adversarial training
technique to attenuate different formulations of bias. A related
paper [17] demonstrated how autoencoder models can be used
to learn representations free of “nuisance variables” (e.g., gen-
der) by incorporating orthogonal components to the network.
Several publications have investigated gender de-biasing in nat-
ural language processing (see for instance [10, 18]).

Although some previous research has investigated model-
ing emotion and gender separately [19, 20], to the best of our
knowledge the present paper is the first to investigate gender
de-biasing directly in speech emotion recognition, and its main
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contributions are as follows:

1. We assess the effect of gender bias in a standard speech
emotion recognition model on a large, naturalistic and
well-known dataset

2. We evaluate the efficacy of two de-biasing training tech-
niques to mitigate the effect of gender bias

3. We highlight challenges associated with training with
de-biasing

2. De-biasing emotion recognition models
2.1. Defining fairness

Before experimenting with techniques to mitigate the effects of
unwanted bias, it is important to start by quantifying fairness.
We adopt the definitions of fairness with respect to machine
learning models outlined in [5] and [21]. The definitions we
use are described below. We use the term “protected variable”
to refer to some categorisation of the population (e.g., age, gen-
der, demographics, ethnicity etc.).

“Demographic parity” requires that the prediction of a
model be independent of the protected variable (e.g., gender).
In [5] the authors give the example of a loan application and
state that for demographic parity to exist in this case the deci-
sion on whether or not to grant a loan should have no correlation
with being a member of certain protected variable class (e.g.,
being of some specific ethnicity). [5], however, highlights ma-
jor flaws with this particular definition of fairness. Taking again
the loan example. forcing demographic parity can result in ap-
plications being inappropriately accepted for certain classes of
the protected variable.

Another definition of fairness is “Equality of odds”. In or-
der for this definition to hold, a model prediction (for example
loan application acceptance) should have the same true positive
rate, with respect to the ground truth, for all elements of the pro-
tected variable. So if the protected variable is gender, and we
make the assumption that gender is strictly binary (which admit-
tedly may not be an entirely valid assumption), the model true
positive rate for males is the same as that for females. Adopting
this approach forces modeling techniques away from just be-
ing accurate for a majority class or a typically more favourably
treated class.

In the present study we focus on “Equality of odds”, and
this condition is held if for all values of the true label Y (in our
case the binarised emotional activation label) the probability of
the predicted label, Ŷ , being a particular value is the same for
all values of the gender protected variable Z, i.e.

P (Ŷ = ŷ|Y = y) = P (Ŷ = ŷ|Z = z, Y = y) (1)

2.2. De-biasing

In order to mitigate unwanted bias, we investigate two different
techniques.

The first is an an adversarial learning approach, similar to
that described in [16], with the objective of achieving “Equality
of odds”. The technique (inspired by the adversarial training
of generative models proposed by [22]), in summary, looks to
jointly minimise the primary objective (i.e. reduce error be-
tween the model prediction and the groundtruth) and maximise
a metric which captures “Equality of odds”. This technique can
be applied to any machine learning model and to any protected

variable (i.e. any category in the population which is at risk for
negative bias).

The approach involves jointly training two models: a re-
gression predictor and an adversary. The adversary is a low-
complexity model which takes the continuous scalar output of
the predictor and the binary label variable as inputs and is
trained to optimally classify the binary protected variable. In
this study we need to binarise the continuous emotional activa-
tion label in order to be compatible with this adversarial tech-
nique for achieving “Equality of odds”. More formally, the ad-
versary can be written as:

ẑ = w2

[
s, sybin, s(1− ybin)

]
+ b s = σ(1 + |c|)ŷ (2)

where ŷ is the regression predictor output prior to any trans-
formation, c and b learnable scalars, w2 a learnable vector, σ()
indicates the sigmoid activation function, and ybin is the bina-
rised activation label:

ybin =

{
0, if y ≤ θ
1, otherwise

(3)

with θ being a constant threshold (set in this study to 3.5, which
is the centre of the target variable’s range). The adversary model
is trained to minimise the loss, LA.

The regression predictor model is trained to predict y given
an input feature matrix, x. The loss term associated with pre-
dicting the primary emotional activation target, y, is LP . The
model is trained by optimizing its prediction of y while simulta-
neously being penalised as the adversary gets better at predict-
ing the protected variable. The key idea here is to avoid trans-
ferring any information which is useful for predicting the pro-
tected variable beyond what is already provided in the binarised
emotional activation ground truth. Hence, the loss function is
a weighted combination of LP and LA and the loss function is
updated with the following gradient:

∇WLP − α0∇WLA (4)

where W is the set of model predictor weights and α0 a is hy-
perparameter to be tuned during training. As is noted in [16],
moving in the direction of this gradient could actually help the
adversary, especially for cases when ∇WLP and ∇WLA are
correlated. To avoid this they suggest modifying the gradient
by including a projection term, proj∇WLA

∇WLP to modify
parameters according to the expression

∇WLP − proj∇WLA
∇WLP − α0∇WLA (5)

We adopt this modified gradient approach for optimizing the
regression predictor.

The second de-biasing technique does not apply adversar-
ial training but rather solely focuses on training a regression
predictor model. Training involves minimising a loss function,
LN :

LN = LP + α1Leq (6)

which additionally includes a weighted term, Leq , which pe-
nalises the model for producing inconsistency in recall across
classes of the protected variable. This additional term can be
written as:

Leq =|r0,m(ŷbin, ybin)− r0,f (ŷbin, ybin)|+
|r1,m(ŷbin, ybin)− r1,f (ŷbin, ybin)|

(7)
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where ra,g() is a function which computes recall for activation
class, a (low is 0, high is 1), and gender class, g (f is female, m
is male), with α1 being a constant weight. The binary variable,
ŷbin, is determined by thresholding the regression predictor out-
put, ŷ, in the same way as in Equation 3.

3. Experimental protocol
3.1. Audio data and labels

Our research is concerned with automatically recognising nat-
urally occurring emotion in conversations, rather than acted or
feigned speech productions. As a result, our experimental eval-
uation is conducted on the version 1.3 of the MSP-Podcast cor-
pus [23] (see also [24]). The version 1.3 of the corpus con-
tains 33,439 utterances collected from podcasts available in
audio-sharing websites. These naturalistic conversations are
segmented into speaking turns with duration between 2.7 sec
and 11 sec. The segments from the podcasts are annotated with
emotional labels using a crowdsourcing framework which en-
ables access to a diverse pool of annotators. The utterances
are annotated by at least five annotators for the emotional at-
tributes (activation/arousal, valence and dominance) and cate-
gorical emotions (e.g., happy, sad, angry). For 28,266 utter-
ances, the dataset provides the identity and gender of the speak-
ers which are collected by searching the names of the speakers
either mentioned in the podcast recording or shared as part of
the description of the podcast. The dataset is split into train,
validation and test sets, with speaker independent partitions.
The number of utterances is 15,132, 4,098 and 9,036, split over
training, validation and test sets, respectively.

Note that we treat the protected variable, gender, as being
binary in this study, despite this characterisation not being en-
tirely valid. As our application interest is in processing call cen-
tre audio, we downsample audio to 8 kHz with16-bit precision.

Our modeling target for this study is continuous emotional
activation and this target is created by averaging the activation
label over multiple annotators who rated their perception of acti-
vation on a 7 point Likert scale. We also use a binarised version
of this target variable, achieved by thresholding the continuous
variable at 3.5, to be used with the gender de-biasing training
techniques. In terms of the distribution of the protected variable
there are overall 38 % female samples, with 18 % female in the
training partition, 47 % in validation and 67 % in test.

3.2. Features and model architecture

Given that our objectives with this research are to assess gender
bias and to mitigate its effects, we use a fairly standard speech
emotion recognition modeling approach, with a similar archi-
tecture to some of the models described in [25]. For features,
we use Mel frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), which
are derived by computing the magnitude spectrum from Ham-
ming windowed 40 ms frames of audio (with 16 ms shift), and
then applying a set of 40 triangular filters linearly spaced on the
Mel scale. We then apply a discrete cosine transform (DCT) and
energy scaling. We use the first 24 coefficients as features, ex-
cluding the 0th. Although feature decorrelation is not required
for the modeling approach we use, it does produces energy in-
dependent features which can help with generalisability to new
data recorded in different acoustic environments.

Z-normalisation is applied to the 24 features, using mean
and standard deviation statistics computed on the training set
only. We then create frames of roughly 4.5 seconds (279 time
steps), which are computed every 160 ms on the input audio

data.
24x279 matrices are then fed into a neural network model

consisting of sequences of 2-dimensional convolutional layers,
with rectified linear (ReLU) activation function. The output of
the final convolutional layer is flattened to a 1-dimensional vec-
tor which is then fed into a sequence of fully-connected layers
again with ReLU activation before a final linear output layer.

This predictor regression model output together with the bi-
nary groundtruth label make up the 1-dimensional, 2-element
vector fed into the adversarial model (see Equation 2).

3.3. Model training procedure

Our experimental procedure proceeds in two phases. First we
look to find the training settings and model hyperparameters
that achieve good accuracy on the validation set. We evalu-
ate results based on our primary accuracy metric, CCC, and in
terms of metrics related to “Equality of odds” with respect to
gender. We quantify this by measuring the difference in true
positive rate (TPR) for low and high activation classes, and fur-
ther by summing those two quantities (note absolute difference
is not used):

TPR-lowdiff = r0,f (ŷ, y)− r0,m(ŷ, y)

TPR-highdiff = r1,f (ŷ, y)− r1,m(ŷ, y)

TPRdiff = TPR-lowdiff + TPR-highdiff

(8)

We also compute the across-gender difference in CCC
(CCCdiff ). For both evaluation metrics negative values indi-
cate poorer results for female samples compared to male.

The first phase is executed without applying the any debi-
asing techniques. For the second phase we use the best settings
from the first, and we look to maintain the primary accuracy
level but better achieve “Equality of odds”, by applying the de-
biasing methods described in Section 2.2. We search over set-
tings including the learning rate of the optimisation algorithm
applied to the adversarial model and the weighting of the adver-
sarial term, α0 in equation 5.

We define the LP loss function as:

LP = − 2ρσyσŷ

σ2
y + σ2

ŷ(µy − µŷ)2
(9)

which is the negative CCC, with ρ being the Pearson correla-
tion coefficient, and σx and µx being variance and mean statis-
tics computed over a batch of training samples. We define the
adversary loss function, LA, as:

LA = − 1

N

N−1∑
n=0

K−1∑
i=0

z
(n)
i log(ẑ

(n)
i ) (10)

which is the cross entropy between the adversary model predic-
tion, ẑ, and the ground truth gender label, z, and K is the num-
ber of output elements (in our case 2) averaged over a batch of
N training samples, and where the superscript (n) is used to
indicate index of the sample in the batch.

For the adversarial de-biasing method two optimisers are
applied, one for the regression predictor (with gradients as per
Equation 5) and another for the adversary (which seeks to min-
imise LA), both with different learning rates. For the non-
adversarial method, a single optimiser is used to minimise LN

(see Equation 6). The Adam optimization algorithm is used
throughout [26].
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Figure 1: Validation set CCC plotted as a function of de-biasing
approach

We train on hardware with a single GPU and four CPUs.
TensorFlow v1.12 is used as the machine learning framework
and the dataset API settings were carefully chosen (as per
https://www.tensorflow.org/guide/performance/datasets) to ef-
fectively utilise GPU and CPUs and ensure experimental effi-
ciency. All stochastic components of the models (e.g., weight
initialisation, dropout randomisation) as well as training (e.g.,
dataset shuffling) are seeded to ensure each individual experi-
ment is fully reproducible. Once we have determined the opti-
mal hyperparameters and settings for a particular modeling ap-
proach, we then re-run training using 10 different random seeds
to produce a distribution of metrics for the validation set. Then
only the best single selected model from each variant is sub-
jected to the test set to ensure that a fair assessment of model
generalisability.

4. Results
Following the first phase of experimentation we find best vali-
dation set accuracy (in terms of CCC) when using two layers of
2-dimensional convolutions (with 16 then 32 filters, 4x4 stride,
and 8x8 filter size) without max-pooling followed by two layers
of fully connected layers, each with 128 hidden units. Batch
normalisation is not found to help, dropout keep probability is
selected as 0.7, and a training batch size of 200 samples pro-
duced the highest CCC. The distribution of CCC on the valida-
tion (by varying the random seed) can be seen in Figure 1. The
best performing model on the test set achieves 0.684 CCC (see
Table 1) which is marginally lower than the best reported results
on this dataset [24].

Considering the two de-biasing techniques, we see in Fig-
ure 1 that whereas the non-adversarial approach maintains
around the same levels of CCC, the adversarial approach con-
sistently produces lower accuracy. Additionally, it introduces
considerable instability in the training and we observe high sen-
sitivity to settings like the adversarial learning rate and the α0

weight. This instability is apparent in Figure 1 where even vari-
ation in the random seed produces a wide variance in CCC.

From Figures 2 and 3 it can be seen that the adversar-
ial training approach has the potential to achieve “Equality of
odds” (as indicated by the TPR metrics) and more consistent ac-
curacy across the two gender classes (as indicated by CCC-diff).
However, the distributions of these metrics on the validation are
large making model selection precarious. The non-adversarial
approach, on the other hand, achieves much better consistency
with all metrics and produces substantially better TPR-diff than
the approach without de-biasing on the validation set.

The test set results (see Table 1) highlight the challenge of
using the adversarial approach where although substantial im-
provements in across-gender consistency can be achieved this

Figure 2: Validation set CCC-diff plotted as a function of de-
biasing approach

Figure 3: Validation set TPR metrics plotted as a function of
de-biasing approach

is at the risk of a significant reduction in overall accuracy.
The simple non-adversarial approach produces improvements
in fairness with just a marginal reduction in overall accuracy.

Table 1: Test set results with a single model for each de-biasing
variant chosen based on performance on the validation set

De-biasing CCC CCC-diff TPR-diff

None 0.684 -0.234 -0.067
Adversarial 0.518 0.072 0.038
Non-adversarial 0.661 -0.171 -0.016

5. Discussion & conclusion
Emotional activation models produce favourable accuracy for
male samples compared to female throughout our experimenta-
tion, including in the many experiments that we ran which are
not reported here. Although it is not completely clear why this
is, a likely factor is the underrepresentation of female samples,
in particular in the training partition. Another factor may be that
the features, here MFCCs, are better configured for represent-
ing spectra with denser harmonic components associated with
lower pitch voices. The two de-biasing approaches displayed
qualities of attenuating this bias, however the adversarial tech-
nique introduces instability into model training, and better over-
all results are observed with the non-adversarial approach.

There remains considerable outstanding research needed to
mitigate negative bias in machine learning generally but also in
speech emotion recognition specifically. In this paper we focus
on the modeling approach and optimisation techniques as well
as sampling bias. The present research did not, for instance,
assess the potential for negative bias to be introduced during
annotation of the audio data. Our continuing research in this
area will look to define a holistic approach for machine learning
and emotion recognition, and provide policies and procedures to
detect and reduce the sources and effects of negative bias.
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